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Hamina Energy chose HiQ’s Frends as its
new integration platform
Hamina Energy chose HiQ’s integration platform Frends to bring efficiency to its operations. Frends is a modern hybrid
integration platform that can handle integration needs from file transfers to hyperautomation and API management.
With the Frends platform, Hamina Energy can better meet business requirements and become more agile, flexible and
cost-effective than before.
“I’m really glad to welcome Hamina Energy as client and that we continue to expand even more in the energy sector”,
says Lars Stugemo, CEO and President at HiQ.
Hamina Energy uses many business-critical internal and external information systems that already have multiple
integrations between them. Managing the whole digital operating environment requires a reliable, fast and easy-to-manage
integration platform. And the goal set by the company was to find a modern integration platform that would be easy to use
and achieve clear cost savings.
“We received good feedback on the system through our networks and ended up choosing Frends as our new integration
platform. Deployment was light and smooth and we quickly got started with the system. In addition, the required
infrastructure is lighter than our previous solution, so we are very satisfied with our choice”, says Jari Leskinen, ICTManager at Hamina Energy.
Hamina Energy has implemented several integrations by using Frends solution. As a low-code platform, Frends enables
development without third parties, thus expediting it and also saving costs.
“We have several business-critical information systems with multiple integrations between them. A reliable and easy-tomanage integration system is vital for us in a digitalized operation environment”, says Leskinen.

Hamina Energy
Hamina Energy Ltd is a versatile and modern energy company owned by the City of Hamina. They are a pioneer in
renewable energy and energy gas. The company is investing in particular in wind power, bioenergy and the development of
the LNG market. The turnover is about 30 M €, and the services are provided by about 50 professionals.
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